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RESING INTO LOVE.

John and Eleanor Rabbott had been married for many years in the quiet countryside. While others were busy with the coming spring, they were distinctly out of it. As the arrival of spring approached, the usual signs of rejuvenation were noticeably absent from their routine. John had always been an active and enthusiastic individual, but there was a certain weariness to his usual effervescent nature. He had become unusually quiet and contemplative.

“John, you know what I’ve been thinking about?” Eleanor said, as they sat together in their sunroom, basking in the fading light of the day.

“Go on, Aunt Becky,” Tilsie said, her eyes wide with anticipation. She knew that Aunt Becky’s curve was coming.

“TI’s going to be a baby!” Aunt Becky exclaimed, her face lighting up with the joy of it.

“Mama is well, Charlie is—Charlie is approaching sixty-five. Without me, the world would be a much darker place. But as the sun sets, and the stars come out to play, I can’t help but feel a sense of contentment. And these are the moments when I know that life is truly beautiful.”

“Tilisie, are you out of sight,” Aunt Becky said, her voice filled with motherly concern.

“Everybody’s well, then,” replied Uncle John, his voice steady and firm.

“Well, dear. I think you will find that it is true. And each life with music rings. Touched an old heart’s rusted strings, whilst her sweet voice, loud and clear, yielded a point than have them go. It is the voice of nature, the voice of joy, the voice of peace. In the end, it is the voice of love.”

The sun set, and the world was momentarily bathed in the golden glow of the evening sky. Aunt Becky’s curve was complete, and the world was a little more beautiful for it.
The legislature of the state of New Jersey, in 1773, took the initiative in introducing resolutions into Congress for the abolition of the slave trade. These resolutions contended that the slave trade was against the principles of Christianity and that it was contrary to the American system of government. The resolutions were sent to the state legislatures of the other colonies, and a committee of Congress was appointed to arrange for the sending of the resolutions to the members of the Congress. The committee selected the resolutions and sent them to the Congress in 1774. The resolutions were the first step in the effort to abolish the slave trade in the United States.

The first step in the effort to abolish the slave trade in the United States was the resolution of the legislature of New Jersey. The resolution was sent to the state legislatures of the other colonies, and a committee of Congress was appointed to arrange for the sending of the resolutions to the members of the Congress. The committee selected the resolutions and sent them to the Congress in 1774. The resolutions were the first step in the effort to abolish the slave trade in the United States.
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